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It is well established that for a non-commutative noetherian ring the 
associated primes of a module provide only a partial and inadequate tool 
for studying the module structure and its relationship with that of the ring. 
The consequence has been a proliferation of module series such as affiliated 
series, Krull composition series, and cellular series. In this paper, we 
introduce yet another series of this type which has some technical advan- 
tages for the determination of the regular set of primes of a ring and for 
related problems. 
An associated series of the right R-module M is an ascending chain 
O=M()cM,c ‘.’ CMi_, c M, c ... c M, = M of submodules of M, 
each Mi being the annihilator of an ideal T, of R, such that each factor 
module M,/M,- , has a unique associated prime ideal which is also its 
annihilator in R. Such series exist whenever R has ACC for ideals and M is 
noetherian, affiliated series being specific examples. Under these conditions, 
M has DCC for annihilator submodules, so each series of annihilator sub- 
modules can be refined to a full (unrefinable) series of this kind which turns 
out to be an associated series. For such a full associated series (M;} the 
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series ( T, = t(M,)} IS a full series of annihilators in R of submodules of M, 
and a duality exists between the two series in the sense that a(M,/M, ,) = 
Ass(MJM,~ ,)R = e( T,+ ,/T,) = Ass,( T;_ ,/Ti). 
Our main results state that for a noetherian ring R every prime ideal 
which is minimal over a left or right annihilator ideal occurs as the right 
(left) annihilator of some factor of every full series of left (right) annihilator 
ideals of R (Theorem 2.1), and, moreover, in the presence of a suitable 
symmetry condition, the regular set of primes of R, as well as its left- and 
right-handed counterparts, is a subset of this set of “minimal” primes 
(Theorem 3.6). Although the theorem does not precisely determine the 
regular set of primes, it provides a practical procedure towards its con- 
struction. The result certainly holds for Krull symmetric noetherian rings, 
and hence for FBN rings, as well as for noetherian algebras with finite 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
All rings considered are associative and have a unit element. If X is a 
subset of the ring R, and A4 and N are right and left R-modules, respec- 
tively, then 
k,,(X) = annihilator of X in M = {m E M 1 mX= 0 j 
z,(X)=annihilator of Xin N= {n~NlXn=0}. 
If X is a subset of the right R-module M, then l(X) is the right annihilator 
of X in R, and similarly t(X) denotes its left annihilator if M is a left 
module. A prime ideal P of R is associuted with the right R-module M if 
there exists a submodule 0 # N 5 M such that P = z(N’) for all submodules 
N’#O ofN. 
Ass(M) = Ass(M), = set of associated primes of the right R-module M. If 
S is a subset of the ring R, then 
V(S) = {c E R ) cx E S implies that x E S} 
‘~(‘(S)={c~R(.uc~Simpliesthatx~Sj 
%(S)=‘W(S)nV’(S) 
Y’(O) = set of strongly regular elements of a noetherian ring R 
= {s E R 1 Tsx = 0 for an ideal T implies that TX = 0) 
1 Ml = /MI R = Krull dimension of the right R-module M 
GKdim( M) = GelfandPKirillov dimension of the module M 
N = fi = nilpotent radical of the ring R 
Z = ring of integers. 
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1. ASSOCIATED SERIES OF MODULES 
Let R be a ring with ACC for ideals. An affihated series of the right 
R-module Mis a sequence O=N,cN,c ... cN, ,cNic ... cN,=M 
of submodules together with a set {P,,..., P,} of prime ideals, called 
yffiliatedprimes, such that Pi is a maximal associated prime of M/N,_, and 
N,IN, ~- , = h,, , (P,) for each i (see [lo]). It is easy to verify that then 
N,=/,(P,P,m ,..’ P,) and that Ass(N,/N,- ,) = *(N,/N, ,) = Pi. Thus, 
affiliated series are associated series in the following sense. 
DEFINITION. A sequence 0 = N, c N, c . . . c N, , c Nj c .. . c N, = M 
of submodules is an associated series for the right R-module A4 if each Nj is 
an annihilator s&module, that is, Ni = &( T;) for some ideal T, of R, and if 
t(N,IN, , ) = Ass(N,/Ni , ) = I’,. 
It is clear that the ideals T, can be chosen as the right annihilators of the 
submodules N,, so that N, c N, if and only if T, c T,. The following simple 
example shows that an associated series need not be affiliated. 
1.1. EXAMPLE. Let R=(g s;:$ ) and M= R,. The ideals P, = (g “‘,‘“), 
Pz=( i $ z$), and P, = c2t $fs) are prime ideals. Note that P2 = ((P,) and 
that P, =/( z H;Oz). The sequence 0 c P, c P, c R is an associated series 
with P, = B( P2) = Ass(P,),, P2 = 9( P,/P,) = Ass(P,/P,)., and P, = 
4RIPj) = ANRIP,),. The series is not an affiliated series since, for 
example, /(P, P,) = R # P,. However, it is a refinement of the aft&ted 
series 0 c P, c R with affiliated primes P, and P2. 
If the ring R has ACC (ascending chain condition) for ideals, then a 
right R-module M has DCC (descending chain condition) for annihilator 
submodules. Furthermore, if M is also noetherian (in fact, if A4 has ACC 
for annihilator submodules), then M possesses a full series of annihilator 
submodules in the sense of the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A sequence O=N,,cN,c ... cN,+,cNic ... cN,=M 
of annihilator submodules of the right R-module M is a full annihilator 
series if each quotient N,/N,- , is a minimal armihilator quotient, meaning 
that no annihilator submodule exists strictly between N,+ , and N,. 
It is obvious that s(B/A)=l(a(A)/s(B)) for any two annihilator sub- 
modules A c B of the right R-module M. Furthermore, B/A is a minimal 
annihilator quotient of M if and only if t(A)/&(B) is a minimal annihilator 
quotient in R in the sense that no annihilator of a submodule exists strictly 
between a(A) and k(B). Thus a series of annihilator submodules of M is full 
if and only if the series of their right annihilators in R is full. 
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1.2. PROPOSITION. Let B/A he a minimal annihilator quotient of the right 
R-module M, B = &,,(S), A = &(T), S = 4(B), and T = z(A). Then 
(a) P = *(B/A) is a prime ideal and Ass(B/A) = P. 
(b) P(T/S)=Ass,(T/S)=P. 
ProoJ (a) Let P = z(B/A). It is enough to show that P = k(C/A) for 
any submodule C with A ?z$ Cc B. Clearly U = s(C/A) 2 ti( B/A) = P. Now 
A S$ C E &z(C) c B, so &M?;(C) = B, since B/A is minimal. It follows from 
Cut(A) =0 that Cr r‘JUb(A)), and hence that I;(C) z&,( Ut(A)). Thus 
B=/,e(C)sJM(U2(A)), whence BUG&~(A)=A, so UG~(B/A)=P. 
(b) We have already observed that P = !( T/S). Since no annihilator 
of a submodule of M exists strictly between S and T, if follows as in (a) 
that Ass,( T/S) = P. 
As a consequence of Proposition 1.2, each full annihilator series of a 
right R-module is an associated series, and we shall call it a full associated 
series. These series and the primes arising from them will be our main con- 
cern for the remainder of this section. In particular, we aim to identify 
prime ideals which occur as annihilators of factors in every full associated 
series of a given module. 
1.3. b3fMA. Let R he a ring with ACC,for ideals, und let M be a right 
R-module with ACC for annihilator submodules. Jf P/t(M) is u prime middle 
annihilator in the ring R/t(M), then there exists a minimal annihilator 
quotient B/A of M bvith P = z( B/A). 
Proqf: For ease of notation we may assume that t(M) = 0. Let P = 
Mid( U, V), UV# 0. Then t&,(V) c &(PV), and obviously P c 
r(&(PV)//,(V))=Z. Now MUZVE~~(PV)IV=O, so UZVE~(M)=O, and 
hence Zc Mid( U, V) = P. Note that &( V) s &(PV), and let &,( V) = A, c 
A,c ... CA,,-, c A,, = &( PV) be a series of annihilator submodules of M 
such that each A,/A,_, is a minimal annihilator quotient. Each of the 
prime ideals P, = e( A JA, , ) contains P, and since &,( P V) P,, P,, _ , . . P, c 
r,(V), one of the primes P, must be contained in P, so it is equal to P. 
If M= R, and B/A is a minimal left annihilator quotient, then P= 
t( B/A) is a prime middle annihilator, specifically, P = Mid( B, t(A)). If M is 
a faithful right R-module, M# R, then this need not be the case. 
1.4. EXAMPLE. Let R = (,“, s), A = (,“, ,“,), and set M= R/A. Then 
b(M) = 0. Let B = (,O, i), so k(B/A) = ( & 2”,) = P and B/A = /JP). Then 
B/A is a minimal annihilator quotient, yet P is not a middle annihilator 
since R is a prime ring. 
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1.5. PROPOSITION. Let R be a ring with ACC,for ideals, and let M be a 
right R-module with ACC for annihilator submodules. Let P be a prime ideal 
and assume that P = &(X/Y) for some annihilator quotient of M. Then there 
exists a minimal annihilator quotient B/A such that 
(a) P = ti(BJA) = Ass(B/A). and C 2 B for any annihilator submodule 
C 3 A. 
(b) Jf B’IA’ is a minimal annihilator quotient with A’ 2 A, then P# 
B( B’IA’). 
(c ) P is the unique maximal associated prime of MIA. 
Proof: The first part of (a) follows from the argument used in the 
second half of Lemma 1.3. Part (b) is realized by picking an annihilator 
submodule A of M which is maximal with respect to the property that 
there exists a minimal annihilator quotient B/A with P= t(B/A). For the 
second half of (a), let C be an annihilator submodule of M, C 3 A, and 
assume that B g C. Since B is minimal over A, it follows that B n C= A, 
and hence that 
BIA=BIBnC-C+B/B. 
Consequently, C $ C + B G &(P4(C)), so that P = s(/,,(P~(C))/C), and it 
follows as in the proof of Lemma 1.3 that there exists a minimal annihilator 
quotient B’IA’ with P= r(B’/A’) and A $ Cc A’ $ B’ G &(Pt(C)), con- 
tradicting (b). For (c), let Q be an associated prime of M/A, Q = *(N/A) 
for some submodule N +? A. It follows that Q = k(&k(N)/A), and since 
&,, t(N) 1 B by (a), we conclude that Q = 4(.&,,ti(N)/A) c t(B/A) = P. 
Those prime ideals of R which are the unique associated prime of MIA 
for some annihilator submodule A of M are of special interest. The follow- 
ing result shows that they occur as the right annihilator of some minimal 
annihilator quotient of every full associated series of M. 
1.6. LEMMA. Let O=AocA,c ... cA,,+,cA,,=M be a full asso- 
ciated series of the right R-module M, and let B be any annihilator sub- 
module of M. Then for some i the prime ideal Pi= t(Ai/Aip ,) belongs to 
Ass(M/B),. 
Proof: Let Ai-, be the largest term of the series that is contained in B. 
Since A, is minimal over A;- , , it follows that Ajn B= Aip ,, and hence 
that AJA,-, = A,/A, n B 1 A,+ BIB. Thus P, = Ass(A, + B/B) c Ass(MIB). 
Since Ass(M) G Ass(N) u Ass(M/N) for any submodule N of a right 
R-module M, the associated primes of M appear as the right annihilators 
of minimal quotients of any full associated series. Together with the 
preceding result, this indicates that there is a substantial overlap between 
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the sets of primes arising from two arbitrary full associated series. It is not 
known whether the sets of primes arising from two such series coincide, 
even when M= R, and R is a noetherian ring. The answer to this question 
is affirmative if the lattice 2(M) of annihilator submodules defined by 
XA Y=XnY and xv Y=&2(X+ Y) 
is modular. 
1.7. PROPOSITION. Let R he a ring with ACCfor ideals, let M be a right 
R-module with ACC for annihilator submodules, and assume that the lattice 
~(M)ismodular.~fO=A,cA,c~~~cA,~,cAic~~~cA,,=Misafull 
associated series ef M and P is a prime ideal with P = 2(X/Y) for some 
annihilator quotient X/Y of M, then P= t(A,/A, ,) for some i. 
Proof By Proposition 1.5 we may assume that X/Y is a minimal 
annihilator quotient and that Z 2 X for any annihilator submodule Z $ Y. 
Let A,+, be the largest term of the series that is contained in Y, and 
assume that A, S& A’. It follows that A, v Y= A, v X and that Ai A Y= 
A, A X=A;p,, but this violates the modularity of the lattice. Thus Ai G X, 
and consequently A,lAi ,=A,IA,n YEA,+ Y/YcX/Y, so that P= 
Ass(A,/A, ,)= t(AJA; ,). 
1.8. COROLLARY. Let R he a ring with ACC,for ideals, and assume that 
the lattice !2(R,) is modular. Then R has only finitely many prime middle 
annihilators. 
Proof This follows from Lemma 1.3 and the preceding result. 
No example is known of a noetherian ring which has infinitely many 
prime middle annihilators. In contrast, noetherian rings exist for which 
the annihilator lattice is not modular, and we would like to thank R. B. 
Warfield for providing us with an example. 
1.9. EXAMPLE. Let k be a field, and let R be the k-algebra with 
generators x, ,..., x7 subject to the relations x,x,xI, = 0, 1 d i, .j, k d 7, and 
The ring R is commutative, local and artinian with unique prime ideal P = 
(x, ,..., x,). Note that Ps = 0, and that ann(P2) = P, ann(x,) = (x2) + P2, 
ann(x,) = (x4) + P2 $ (x,, x6)+ P2=ann(x,). It is easy to check that 
ann(x,) v ann(x,) = ann(x,) v ann(x,) = (x2, x4, x,) + P2 = ann(x,), 
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and that 
ann(x,) A ann(x,) = ann(x,) A ann(x,) = P2, 
so that the lattice Q(R) cannot be modular. 
2. FULL SERIES OF ANNIHILATOR IDEALS 
Having disposed of some of the generalities in the preceding section, we 
now turn our attention to associated series of the ring itself. It is clear that 
an associated series of R, consists of left annihilator ideals, so from now on 
we shall refer to such a series as a series qf left annihilator ideals. 
For each series 0 = B, c B, c . . . c B,, ~, c B, = R of left annihilator 
ideals there is a dual series 0 = ti( B,,) c B(B,, , ) c . c t( B,) = R of right 
annihilator ideals. Either series is full if and only if the other is, and in that 
case the set of prime ideals consisting of the right annihilators of minimal 
quotients of the first series equals the set of left annihilators of minimal 
quotients of the second one. Note also that for a noetherian ring R a 
minimal left annihilator quotient B/A with P=/c(B/A)=Ass(B/A), is 
V( P)-torsionfree as a right R-module. 
It has already been observed in Section 1 that a substantial overlap exists 
between the sets of prime ideals arising from two full series of left 
annihilator ideals. Thus, for example, Ass(R,) and, by duality, Ass( RR) 
both belong to this intersection. More important for the description of 
g(O) we shall give in Section 3 is the fact that any prime ideal that is 
minimal over a right or left annihilator ideal appears as the right (left) 
annihilator of some minimal quotient of every full series of left (right) 
annihilator ideals. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let R be a ring with ACC,for ideals, and assume that the 
prime radical qf every ,factor ring of R is nilpotent. Let P be a prime ideal 
trhich is minimal over a kft annihilator ideal. Then 
(a) There exists a left annihilator ideal A such that Ass(R/A). = P 
and P is minimal over A. 
(b) [fO=B,cB,c... cB,~, c Bi c c B,, = R is a full series of 
kfi annihilator ideals, then P = ti(B,/B,- 1 ) for some i. 
Proof: It is only necessary to establish (a), since then (b) follows by 
Lemma 1.6. Let P be minimal over the left annihilator ideal C. By Lem- 
ma 2.1(i) of [2], P/C is a prime middle annihilator in the ring R/C, so by 
Lemma 1.3 there exist left annihilator ideals A/C and B/C of R/C such that 
P= 2(B/A). Since C is a left annihilator ideal, both A and B are left 
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annihilator ideals in R. The proof of Proposition 1.5 shows that we may 
assume that properties (a)(c) of that result hold for B/A. Since P 3 A 2 C, 
P is minimal over A. Furthermore, P is the unique maximal right 
associated prime of R/A, and since any right associated prime of R/A 
contains A, the minimality of P over A implies that P is the only right 
associated prime of R/A. 
Note that by duality part (b) of the preceding theorem is also true if P is 
minimal over a right annihilator ideal. However, a prime ideal may be 
minimal over a left annihilator but fail to be minimal over a right 
annihilator (see Example 3.9). We point out a curious consequence of 
Theorem 2.1. 
2.2. COROLLARY. Let R he a ring nlith ACCfor ideals, and assume that 
the prime radical of every ,fuctor ring of R is nilpotent. Then R bus only a 
fkite number qf prime ideals which ure minimal over a left or right 
unnihilator ideal. 
It is conceivable that Ass(R/A). = P for a left annihilator ideal, yet P is 
not minimal over A. However, this does not happen for a noetherian ring 
R when the following condition is satisfied (see [ 121). 
If I and K are ideals of R, Zc K, and P and Q are distinct prime 
ideals such that /(K/I) = Q, z(K/Z) = P, and K/I is left V(Q)- (*) 
torsionfree and right q(P)-torsionfree, then Q @ P. 
Note that to date no example is known of a noetherian ring which does not 
satisfy this condition. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let R he a noetherian ring satisfying (*), and assume 
that R is right P-primary, that is, Ass(R,) = P. Then P is a minimal prime 
ideul of R. 
ProqJ: Assume this to be false, and let Q SZ P be a minimal prime of R. 
Thus Q is a prime middle annihilator in R, so by Lemma 1.3 there exists a 
minimal right annihilator quotient B/A such that Q = P( B/A) = Ass,( B/A) 
and B/A is left V(Q)-torsionfree. Now P(A) is finitely generated as a left 
ideal by, say, X, ,..., x,,. Thus A = &(A) = n:=, e(x,), and hence 
/ j=, ,=I II 
so Ass( B/A), = Ass( RR) = P. There exists an ideal C, A $ CG B, such 
that 2( C/A) = Ass(C/A). = P and C/A is right G??(P)-torsionfree. Since 
!( C/A) = Q and C/A is left V(Q)-torsionfree, this contradicts condition (*). 
Note that condition (*) is satisfied for all noetherian algebras with finite 
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Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and also for all noetherian rings which are left 
weakly symmetric in the following sense. 
DEFINITION. A noetherian ring is left (right) weakly symmetric if for any 
two ideal quotients H/I and J/K of the ring IH/Z( R = IJ/KI R implies that 
RI H/II = RI J/K] (RI H/II = RI J/K/ implies that /H/I] R = I J/K1 R). The ring is 
u,eakly symmetric if it is right and left weakly symmetric. 
It is clear that a (Krull) symmetric noetherian ring (i.e., RIZ/JI = IZ/JI. 
for every ideal quotient Z/J) is weakly symmetric. Just as in the case of 
symmetry, no example is known of a noetherian ring which is not weakly 
symmetric. Also, at this time, we do not know whether weak symmetry is 
not actually equivalent to symmetry. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let O=A”cA,c .,. CA, ,cA,=R he a full 
series of’kft annihilator ideals of the noetheriun ring R. Let ‘$ denote the set 
of’ all primes P, = k( A,/A, , ), and set ‘VP0 = {P E 1, I P n 'W(O) = @ }, ‘@b = 
JPE$IP~W(O)=@~, and‘&,={P~‘$IPn%?(O)=f21}. Then 
(a) Y(O) c fly=, W(P,) C n..,,, V(P) C ‘g(O). 
(b) Y(0) c fly_, %‘(P,) c n..,u, g(P) s%“(O). 
(c) 9(o) c n:I= , wi) G nPtVU w) E w). 
Proof: In each of these assertions, the first inclusion holds by 
Theorem 2.1 of [3], since each P, is a prime middle annihilator. The 
second inclusion in each case is trivial. Note that “$&u $8;~ ‘& (in fact 
‘<VU u $@b = ‘$3, since a zero divisor prime is either a left or right zero divisor 
prime by Corollary 2.8 of [9]), so that (c) follows from (a) and (b). Only 
(a) has to be proved, part (b) is then obtained by dualizing. Let 
-n Pt,,4+, V(P). We aim to establish that /(c)n A, =0 for all i, and this 
will prove the claim since A, = R. Trivially, e(c) n A, = 0. Assume the claim 
to be false, and let k 3 1 be minimal with respect to E(c) n A, #O. Let 
O#xEc(c)nA,, and assume that P, E ‘&,. Thus CE %(Pk) and 
x(cR + Pk) c Ak ~, However, A,/A, ~ i is %?(P,)-torsionfree, so x E A, _, n 
Y(c) = 0. This contradiction shows that P, # ‘PO. Let dE P, n V(O), SO 
A,dcA, ,. Since A,d is an essential submodule of the left R-module Ak, 
this leads to 
O#A,dne(c)nA,zA,_,n/(c)=O, 
which is an obvious contradiction. 
2.5. COROLLARY. LetO=A,cA,c ... cA,..,cA,=Rheafullseries 
of kft annihilator ideals qf the noetherian ring R. Then R has an artinian 
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classical quotient ring if only if each of the prime ideals P,= a(AdA,. ,) is a 
minimal prime. 
Proof: If R has an artinian quotient ring, then every prime middle 
annihilator is a minimal prime (see [S, Theorem 21). Conversely, assume 
that each Pi is a minimal prime. It then follows from Proposition 2.4~ that 
%qJ5) c fi V(P,) E V(O) G %?(fi). 
,=I 
Thus %?( 3) = V(O), and the claim follows from Small’s Theorem [S]. 
Recall that a noetherian ring R is left homogeneous if RILl = ,JRl for 
every left ideal L # 0 of R. 
2.6. COROLLARY. A left weakly symmetric, left homogeneous noetherian 
ring R has an artinian classical quotient ring. 
Pro@ Let O=AOcA,c ... CA, ,cA,c...cA,,=Rbeafullseries 
of left annihilator ideals of R. Setting P, = I;(AJA, ,), we have that 
IRIf’ilR= IA,IA,-,l,c and hence that RI R/P,1 = JAr/Aip ,I by left weak 
symmetry. Let x E t(Ai , ) with A,x # 0, so A;.~ is a homomorphic image of 
the left R-module A,/A, 1 via 0: ai + A, ~~, -+ six. Hence 
RIRI 3 .IAJA;- II 3 AA;4 = ,dRI, 
and consequently RI R/P,] = RI RI, so each P, must be a minimal prime. The 
assertion now follows from the preceding corollary. 
Let k be a field, and let A be a noetherian k-algebra. For any 
noetherian A-bimodule M we have that GKdim( AM) = GKdim(M,) = 
GKdim(A/s(M)) (see Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 of [6]), and further- 
more, if Q $ P for prime ideals P and Q, then GKdim(A/P) < 
GKdim(A/Q) (see [6, Corollary 3.161). Thus the proof of Corollary 2.6 can 
be applied to yield the following result due to Joseph and Small [4, 
Theorem 2.71. 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let A he a noetherian k-algebra with GKdim(A) < cc. 
If A is GK-homogeneous, that is, if GKdim(Z) = GKdim(A) for every ideal 
I# 0 qf A, then A has an artinian classical quotient ring. 
3. REGULAR ELEMENTS 
The immediate question that arises from Proposition 2.4 is of course to 
determine when the last inclusion in each assertion is an equality. A suf- 
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ticient condition for this is that ‘V(O) G V(P) (V(0) G U(P), G?(O) s U(P)) 
for each left zero divisor prime (right zero divisor prime, zero divisor 
prime) P which arises from a full series of left annihilator ideals. Thus, 
equality holds for the special case when all prime ideals of the ring are 
completely prime. and hence, in particular, when R is a homomorphic 
image of the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra 
(see [l]). However, unless the set V’(O) is explicitly known, it may be a 
very difficult task to decide whether or not V’(O) G V(P) for a right zero 
divisor prime P. Thus, our aim is to identify among the prime ideals arising 
from a full series of left annihilator ideals a subset of primes P for which 
the inclusion V’(0) c W(P) is automatically satisfied, such that g’(O) is the 
intersection of the corresponding sets V(P). We shall see that under 
suitable assumptions the set of prime ideals which are minimal over a left 
annihilator ideal is such a set of primes. Recall that by Theorem 2.1 any 
such prime P occurs as one of the right annihilators of a minimal quotient 
of every full series of left annihilator ideals. Furthermore, if P is minimal 
over the left annihilator ideal B, say, then g(P) 2 U(,/%) 2 W’(B) 2 W(0). 
The following preliminary results generalize some of Stafford’s work (see 
[9, lo]) on affiliated series. Although they will be needed only within the 
ring itself, we formulate them in terms of bimodules since they may prove 
to be useful in the future. 
Novation. Let M be a left R-module. 
g’,(O)= (CE RI cm=O,m~M,impliesthatm=0}. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let R and S be rings, let sM, be a bimodule, and let 
O=BOcB,c ... cB, , c Bi c . . c B, = M be a sequence of subbimodules 
such that B, = &( T,) for an ideal T, of R, 1 < i < n. Then 
Proof Let c E Q&(O), x E B,, and assume that cx E B,+ , . Thus 
CXB( B, ~ , ) = 0, whence x&( B, ~~ , ) = 0, and consequently x E /‘a( Bj- , ) = 
Bi , Conversely, let c E n;=, %;n,B,_,(0), and let cx=O. If x #O, then 
x E B,\B, ~ , for some i 3 1. Now cx E Bjp , implies that x E B, ~ i , which is a 
contradiction. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let S be a left noetherian ring, let R be a right 
noetherian ring, and let .M, be a bimodule, finitely generated on both 
sides. Assume that a(M)=Ass(M),=P, and let O=COcC,c ... c 
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c,-,cc,c . . . c C, = M be an associated series of ,M with C, = B,& Ti), Tj 
an ideal of S, and Qj = e( C,/C, ,) = Ass.& CJC, ,). Then 
(a) Ass (C,/Cip,).=c(C,/Ci~~,)=Pfor all i= l,..., n. 
(b) q’,(O) = I?:=, WQJ 
Proof. (a) It is obvious that each Ci is an S-R-bimodule. Let A be a 
right R-submodule,, Ci $ A c C, + , , and set K = &(A/C,) 2 t(M) = P. Now 
T,AK=O and T,A#O, since otherwise A&ti,(Ti)=C,. Thus KG 
t( T,A) = P, so K= P, and this proves the assertion. 
(b) Let c E n:=, %(Qi), let cm = 0 for m E M, and assume that m E 
C,\C,+ , for i 3 1. S’ince C,/Cjp, is V(Q,)-torsionfree, this gives a contradic- 
tion, so m = 0, and c E ?&JO). Conversely, let c E g’&(O), and let SC E Q,, so 
that KC, G C, ~, . Cjbserve that CC, is a right R-submodule of Ci for each i, 
and that CJcC, IV ctnCi/cm+ ‘C, as right R-modules via c, + CC, + 
c?“c, + cm + ’ Ci, for ,ryl = 1, 2,.... Thus C,/cC is %‘(P)-torsion, for otherwise the 
reduced rank of M R would be infinite. It follows that for each u E Cj there 
exists an element dE V(P) such that udE CC,. Consequently, 
T,~,sud~T,~,scC,cT,~,Ci -0 I- 3 
and since M, is q(P)-torsionfree, this implies that T,+ ,SU = 0. Thus 
T,+,sC,=O, hence sC,caJT+ ,)=Ci ~,, so seQi. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let S be a left noetherian ring, let R be a right 
noetherian ring, an,d let ,M, be a himodule, finitely generated on both sides. 
LetO=B,cB,c ... cB,~ ,cB,c . . . c B,, = M be an associated series ef 
M,, and let B,p,=Ci.O~C,,l~ ... cCIIplcCi,c ... cC~,~,=B, be an 
associated series for the left S-module Bi;Bi , with Q,. i = d(C, ,/C, i ,) = 
Ass,(C,, ,/C,. , ~ , ). ‘Then 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 and 
Proposition 3.2. 
For the following, we fix the notation as in the preceding corollary, but 
we take S = R = kl, and assume that R is noetherian. Note that then each 
B, and each Ci,j is a two-sided ideal. 
We proceed to show that for a weakly left symmetric noetherian ring R 
the set V(O) of right regular elements is the intersection of the sets U(P), 
where P runs through the set of a prime ideals which are minimal over a 
left annihilator ideal. First, we discuss some instances where this holds 
without having to use the assumption of left weak symmetry. Thus, while 
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an artinian ring is trivially left weakly symmetric, the result follows directly 
from the fact that all prime ideals are minimal and that g(O) = V(N). Also, 
a noetherian ring with left Krull dimension one is easily seen to be left 
weakly symmetric, using Lenagan’s Theorem [7]. However, it is not 
known whether a noetherian ring with right Krull dimension one is left 
weakly symmetric, since it is unclear whether or not its left Krull dimen- 
sion must be one as well. Nevertheless, the description of W(O) we are aim- 
ing for is valid in this case. The crucial fact is that in such a ring any prime 
ideal P which is not minimal gives an artinian factor ring R/P. 
Recall that by Proposition 2.6 of [9], a noetherian ring R has a set of 
prime ideals Q, ,..., Q, such that V’(O) = fly= i %(Qi). If none of these primes 
is redundant, then the set is unique, and it is called the right regular set of 
primes. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let P be a prime ideal of the noetherian ring R with right or 
kft Krull dimension one. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) Pn W(0) = @. 
(b) P is minimal over some left annihilator ideal. 
(c) W(P) 1 W(0). 
(d) P is minimal or belongs to the right regular set of primes. 
Proqf: (a) -+ (b) If P is minimal, then there is nothing to show. 
Otherwise P is maximal, and since Pn W(0) = @ by hypothesis and 
C’(0) = n%?(Qi. j) by Corollary 3.3, it follows from Proposition 2.4 of [lo] 
that PG?;,! and hence that P=Qj,i for some Qi,j=/(Ci,,/Ci,j~i). Now 
RIP is artmian, so C,, jC, i , is left artinian and hence right artinian by 
Lenagan’s Theorem [7]. Since +(BJBj_ ,) = *(CI,j/Ci,j- ,) by Proposi- 
tion 3.2(a), this means that B,/B,- , is right artinian and hence left artinian. 
Since 
it follows that P is minimal over the left annihilator ideal L(Bi&(Bip,)). 
(b) + Cc 
$ 
If P is minimal over the left annihilator ideal B then 
W(P)z%( B)zW(B)zW(O). 
(c)--f (d) Assume that P is not minimal, so P must be maximal. 
Since P does not contain a right regular element, Proposition 2.4 of [lo] 
shows that P must be contained in, and hence be equal to, one of the right 
regular primes. 
(d) -+ (a) The assertion is trivial if P is a right regular prime. If P is 
minimal, then it follows from %‘(P) 2 W(N) 2 S”(O). 
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3.5. THEOREM. Let R be a noetherian ring with right or left Krull dimen- 
sion one. Then 
(a) v’(O)= n{Wp)lp IS minimal over u !(;ft annihilator ideal). 
(b) ‘W3=fWW)IP is minimal over a right annihilator ideal}. 
(4 wv=nw~~~ ts minimal over a left or right annihilator 
ideal } . 
Proof Only (a) has to be proved, since (b) holds by duality, and (c) is 
a consequence of the first two assertions. Let 0 = B, c B, c ... c 
B II ~ I c B, = R be a full series of left annihilator ideals of R. By Theorem 2.1 
and Lemma 3.4, the set of prime ideals minimal over a left annihilator ideal 
is precisely the set of those primes Pi= #(B,/B,- ,) for which 
V(0) A P, = $ZI. Since %( P,) 2 %“(O) for each of these primes by Lemma 3.4, 
the assertion follows from Proposition 2.4(b). 
3.6. THEOREM. Let R be a left weakly symmetric noetherian ring, and let 
O=BOcB,c ... cB;~, c B, c . . . c B,, = R be a full series of left 
annihilator ideals of R. Set ‘j.I= {Pi=e(B,/Bim,)/l dibn}, vb= {PE‘J’I 
g(P) 2 V(O)}, and !JJI = {P E spec(R) 1 P minimal over some left annihilator 
ideal}. Then 
w(o)= n g(p)= n g(p), 
pc9n Pt a; 
Proof: Since !JJI E pb by Theorem 2.1, we only have to show that W(0) 
contains n p E ,uI %7(P). Consider one of the primes Qi, i = 8( C;, ,/C, ,~ , ) (cf. 
the notation of Corollary 3.3). By Proposition 3.2(a), we have that Pi= 
a( BJB,- , = a( C, dC,, ,~ , ), and this implies that /C,, ,/C,, , ~, I R = (R/P,1 R = 
BJB,+ JR. Thus RJB,/Bi- ,I = RICi.,/Ci,i~ ,I = RIR/Qi,,l by left weak sym- 
metry. As 
this shows that Ql,i is minimal over the left annihilator ideal /(Bio(Bip 1)). 
Thus each Qj, j belongs to the set ‘!JJI, and since W(0) = n %(Q,, j) by 
Proposition 3.2(b), this proves the claim. 
3.7. COROLLARY. If R is a weakly symmetric noetherian ring, then 
w)=n pwv p P a rtme minimal over a left or right annihilator ideal). 
Although no example is known of a non-symmetric noetherian ring, the 
scope of Theorem 3.6 seems somewhat limited. However, if we consider 
noetherian algebras with finite Gelfand-Kirihov dimension, then the result 
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is true for all of these. This follows easily as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, 
using the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension in lieu of the Krull dimension. Note 
that the argument did not require the dimension function to be exact. 
Thus, Theorem 3.6 applies to homomorphic images of universal enveloping 
algebras of finite-dimensional Lie algebras, as well as to homomorphic 
images of group algebras kG, where k is a field and G is an almost 
nilpotent polycyclic by finite group. 
Since each of the prime ideals involved in the description of%“(O) given 
in Theorem 3.6 arises from a full series of left annihilator ideals, one would 
like to have a criterion involving merely the terms of such a series in order 
to single out those primes that are minimal over some left annihilator ideal. 
To some extent this is possible, as the following result shows. 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let 0 = B, c B, c . . . c B, 1 c B, = R be a fill series 
of left annihilator ideals of the noetherian ring R. Let P be the right 
annihilator of one of its minimal quotients, and let Bi be the largest term of 
the series .for which P = a(B,/Bip ,). Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) Bf P B,-,. 
(b) P is minimal over Bi _ , . 
(c) Pisminimaloversome B,,O<j<n-I. 
Proqf: (a) + (b) Let Q be a prime that is minimal over B,- 1, Q c P. 
Then B,Pc B, , GQ, so either P = Q, or else Bi s Q c P, and the latter is 
not allowed. Trivially, (b) implies (c). 
(c) -+ (a) Let P be minimal over B,, and let Bk- r be the largest term 
of the series that is contained in P. Clearly, B, c B, _, , Bi_, E BkpI, and P 
is minimal over B k ,.JfP,=~(B,IB,~~,),thenB,P,zB,_,cP,andsince 
B, P P, it follows that P, c P, and hence that P, = P by the minimality of 
P over B,-~,. Since Bi is the largest term of the series with P = &(Bi/Bip 1), 
this forces i = k, and so B: P Bi , E P. 
While thus some of the primes in question are readily identified from the 
full series of annihilator ideals, it is conceivable that a prime ideal is 
minimal over some left annihilator ideal, yet fails to be minimal over any of 
the terms of the series. If R is commutative, this problem does not occur, 
since in this case all the primes arising from a series are annihilator ideals 
and are therefore taken into account for the determination of V(0). 
Nevertheless, although no test is necessary, it may be interesting to note 
that if P is one of the primes in question and Bi- I is the largest term of the 
series contained in P, then Bf P Bip r. Furthermore, since P is an 
annihilator ideal, Big , = Bin P, so that Ann(BJB,- 1) = Ass(BaB,_ 1) = P. 
Thus, in the commutative case, the minimality of a prime over some 
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annihilator ideal manifests itself in the series, insofar as the “highest” 
minimal quotient for which the prime occurs is not nilpotent. 
Another question that arises naturally from Theorem 3.6 is whether or 
not the set of prime ideals which are minimal over some left annihilator 
ideal is actually the right regular set of primes. The following example 
shows that this need not be the case, that some of the primes may be 
redundant. The ring discussed has been studied by Warfield [ 111 for other 
purposes. 
3.9. EXAMPLE. Let A = (& s) let I = M2( 22), and set R = (i ,4&), H = 
(:f 3, and K= (& &I. Th eseriesO=B,cB,cB,cB,cB,=Rwith 
and 
B?=(; $j=l(; y) 
is a full series of left annihilator ideals. The corresponding primes are 
and 
P,=B,. 
Note that P, and P, are minimal primes, and that P, is also maximal. 
Also, P, c P, n P,. Furthermore, P, is a left annihilator ideal, and P, is 
minimal over B, by Proposition 3.8, since B: P B,. Thus 
by Theorem 3.5. Since any prime which is minimal over some right 
annihilator ideal must also be one of the above four prime ideals, we have 
that %‘(O) = q’(O). We claim that %'(P2) can be deleted from the above 
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intersection. It is easy to verify that %‘(P3)n%‘(P,) consists of all elements 
of the form (;; :) with a~ A, det(a) E 1 mod 2, and that the elements of 
%?(I’,) are those of the form ((; ;). Now V(P2) is the set of all matrices (;f :), 
u E A, det(a) # 0, so %‘(I’,) n g(P4) G V(P2). 
Finally, we note that neither P, nor P, is minimal over a right 
annihilator ideal since they contain left regular elements. For example, 
E'v(O)nP, and E'%yO)nP4. 
Thus 'T2(0)=~(P,)nW(P2)=~(,,h). 
One might be tempted to conjecture that a prime ideal which is minimal 
over a left or right annihilator and is contained in another prime of this 
kind can be deleted from the representation of S’(O). However, a close 
analysis of Example 6.8 in [9] (see also Example 2.5 in [3]) reveals that 
this is not so. 
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